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Radio KEEN will present a show
C alled "Homecoming Extrava,gariza" at 9:05 p.m tomorrow, according to Frank McCann, aasis
tant professor of drama
The show will be a series of tape
recordings wind’ the Radio and
Television Guild has been record
ing during this whole a eck.
One tape will feature San Jo,e’s
Mayor George A. Starbird, oho will
give his views on the possible outcome of the COPS-IS gaille and the
11;:etern-Catitlyy
iPnacStt ocSitilliiiiilgaiTthapea sfcaw(
words from COP and SJS rally
participants will be heard Thurs. day.
’ McCann plans to tape an interview with Bob Bronzan. SJS Football Coach and Jack Adams. football team captIn. Ile will also
make tape rec dings of groups
working on floa .
Queen Barbara Dale also will be
heard with a few comments.

Four candidates running for
Sophomore and Junior class offices were disqualified yesterday
the Student Court, according
to Bob Becker. chief justice of the
court.
The students were declared inItgible due to scholarship defieie1WICS approximately a week after
The Inter-fraternity Council has Phi Sigma Kappa; George Snell. they had received their initial
appointed the members of the WC: president of Pi Kappa Alpha.
okay from the Court following ex4
eourt and Don Hubbard. president
The court is
made up of five amitiat WO of applications
Declared tortisibir yesterdayof Manna Alpha and ASH presi- fraternity presidents and they arc
dent. ehairman. according to Dean the judicial body of the inter-frawere Bruce Rush. candidate for
Robert S. Martin.
Junior
Class
president;
Ralph
ternity system.
Parker. candidate for sophomoAt Wednesday’s WC meeting
The first meeting for the IF’..
more
class
president:
J i tn
three new members were appoint- court 4, scheduled fee Thursday
ed to the court. Eton Hubbard and The new members will be in- Adams, white ballot candidate
Jerry Weber were former mem- steuatcd on court procedures and for Sophomore Class treasurer:
and
JaAnn
Albert.
candidate
bers of the court. Weber Is pres- duties of each member.
for sophomore Class secretar,
ident of Kappa Tau fraternity.
Many rules and regulations in,
of Adams’
With
the removal
The new members include Gerald
part of the IFC’s jurisdiction
name
the ballot.
writeKenly, president of Lambda Chi These
rules and regulations arc
iii candidate will he elected
Alpha; Aaron Levy, president of mmetimes broken by the membel
fraternities. It is the job of the Sophomore ( lass treasurer beimirt th decide which rules are cause Adams is unopposed.
All four state they have an
smith:ally broken and what penoverall average above the 2 point
alty should be accorded.
In 1954 the court
had to deal or ’’’C" level but admit their spring
with a ease of fraternities caught qparter grades were not up to the
drinking alcoholic beverages dur- average. One, Ralph Parker. %VW;
ing rushing. The court acted on only .7 points below the required
tour of the fraternities and put level.
,
Foreign students for
San Joi,e
CITE NEGLIGENcE
three of the organizations on pro:State. Stanford. San Jose Junioi
It was a case of "negligence on
bation. Last year’s action was the
!College and Santa Clara have
first time that the WC court acted the part of the Student Court,"
Becker announced.
I been invited to attend a dinner lc
on a measure Involving fraterni- Chief Justice
The candidates’ names had been
lies which had broken a rule.
I be held Monday, Oct. 24 at 6:3o
sent to the Registrar’s Office for
’p.m. at the First Methodist Church
the scholarship check after the ofI at 5th and Santa Clara.
:Ine hopefuls had been accepted
Students are again reminded
candidates. "An administrative
The Santa Clara County chapter that Co-Rise meets every Wednesdelay," ASH President Don Hubof the American Association ol the day night In the Women’s Gyn.
bard stated.
I United Nations is sponsoring the from 7:30-10 o’clock. The organHubbard added he would look
avorably upon In extension of
dinner. Foreign students wishing ization will again be open tonight
the election time limit. Under the
, to attend must sign up by 4:30 for all students who wish to parpresent regulations, elections must
SANTA CLARA University Student Body- presand setting up a joint student council to deal with ! p.m. this afternoon in Dr. Phillip: ticipate in the games, dancing, and
All persoiss attending the COP be held within five weeks after the
ident Jerry McGrath (WO and SJS presy Don
the offenders.
SCU Treasurer
Jerry
Kirrenc
:Persky’s office, Room 2A in build- I activities.
not
be
admitted
into
game will
fall semester begins.
Hubbard (center) look over the pact signed
(right) came along with MeGrath for the cereASH
the
stadium without
their
tog "K" on 7th Street. Persky is !
The Registrar’s Office is unable
yesterday prohibiting raiding of the two schools
n
photo
hy Williams
No
fee
is
charged
to
get
into
the
their
game
tickets.
card,
besides
, the adviser to foreign students at
to process the candidates’ grades
-- San Jose State, and is an instruc- ’ night’s activities. only the preen- according to Jerry Vroom, Grad- within the five week limit passed
tor in the English Department.
only last year because more imCation of a student body card is ; uate Athletic Manager.
Students must prove that they portant administrative work must
needed.
The
organization
is
open
I
Renato Saleedo will represent
are the rightful owners of the cards be disposed of first, according to
the San Jose State students on , to all students, according to Jerry; or else the cards will he confis- Hubbard. lie sees an extension of
ogram to be held in the Moore, publicity chairman.
cated. There will he police at the the limit from the five sveek setup
the Pr
church. Discussion on the celebragate to cheek the cards and to
Officers for this semester’s group confiscate those which are not in to an eight or nine week period.
week will
IRUI411 DROPPING ANYHOW
are Jody Crouch and Jim Rhode. the hands of rightful owners.
After long years of frustrations the pact, similar to the one dealing
The police have the right to conBruce Bush stated he was preco-chairmen.
and horseplay, the University of with student relations with Col- : Spartans journe.\ ed to the home
fiscate the cards, said Vroom. He paring to drop from the election
Santa Clara and San Jose State! lege of the Pacific, was finally of the COP Tigers last night to
Advisers for Co-Kee are Dr. revealed that thousands of dollars race anyhow due by outside emCollege signed a pact yesterday inked after being in the planning present an exchange rally in the
Mary Wiley, Miss Ardith Frost are lost to the school annually as ployment. ."1 think there should
in the Student Union designed to stage since the resumption of ath- Stockton outdoor Greek Theatre.
cod Buford Bush. Bush is head many people are admitted to the be something clone to make the
end the extra-curricular aspects of letic relations between the two inadviser for Co-Rec this semester. game and these persons would , election procedure more efficient."
Mr. Spardi, who was hustled to
the rivilary between the two - stitutions.
and is in the Recreational Depart- normally hate to pay to gain ad- Ralph Parker commented. "1 wish
the COP hometown in a private ear
schools.
’mittens..
I Main featnreS of the-pact were with ’Masked bodyguards. the song
merit here nt MS.
I load luIserets OtresinnYallbert reSigning the document for Santa the prohibiting of
! An campus organizations must
Vroom stated that the students plied when informed of the emir!
kidnapping, any
Clara
Jerry McGrath, Bronco Italie of physical abuse and deface- Igirls, cheer leaders and the rest ! have contracts for space in the La
The Co-Rec Committee nulls sell their student body cards to action. JIM Adams thought the
StUdent Body President. ASH !ment or destruction of property. of the rally members participating ! Torre turned into the Graduate every Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in persons who are not students and
in the allow, returned late last! Manager’s Office or the La Torre Room 2 of the Women’s Gym. All these persons have enough Interest Student Court could be a little
President Don llubbard repre- ;especially burning and painting.
more organised. All the diaqualnight from the lively rally.
sented SJS.
Business Manager, Ray Mason, by ; students interested in joining the in the game to purchase tickets for
! inert candidates aaid they were
Both officials were happy that I A joint committee made up of
The rally used tbe ’ante theme Friday.
hoard, are invited to attend
admission.
unaware that a "C" average the
!the two student body presidents aa was used in the Arizona preSenior sign ups are still beim:
previou.s
quarter was necessary,
and two students for each school game rally. Training red lights on taken in the
Torre Office. Room
believing that
an overall grade
i.s to be formed to deal with com- the outdoor stage, they depicted J9. All seniors who are graduatplaints of vandalism and to fix a acetic in Hades where the devil ’ ing at the end
total above the 2. mark was
ef the school year
blame in case of property destrue, all that was necessary
is after SJS football captain and , and wish to have their pictures I
coach to throw the game this SatI McGrath was happy that the urday. The devil only is success- up in the La Torre Office.
Nicholas Thomas, Willow Glen pact "has been signed after so ful in luring "Moose" Myers into
Journalism majors must sign
hair stylist. will be guest speak- much delay. I hope it leads la betup by Friday
er at the AWS meeting today at ter relations between the two
CIIICAGO, Oct. 18 (UP)--The i week’s Big Four Foreioi Miuiist
4:30 ti.m. in Room 117, according .schools. We will go along as much
nude bodies of three young boys, ; meeting in Geneva.
Barbara
program
as
possible
to
hold
up
to
Fischer,
the pact."
their heads bashed in, were found
Dulles noted at a news conferchairman.
: Ilubbard issued sentiments along
yesterday in a forest preserve on lence that he already has raised the
Dr. Forrest Baird received Ins
Thomas will give the latest in- the same lines. "I think it is a de, question twice in (liscussions with FAD. from Stanford University
the city’s outskirts.
formation on fashionable hair-dos finite step forward in better
Forest preserve rangers said the
Si-;it. 20. His dissertation was "An
trelations
ned
ts
as well as demonstrate different
bodies were found piled one on
withu
third time might bring more
ahuitition
of
t he
Curriculum
Santa Clara.
coiffurea for various face shapes. ’ I feel that in the past, poor retop of another in a ditch beside luck,
t 1:1h teh .. said.
for the Special Secondary CredemsAlso on the agenda is discus- lations have been pertly due to
The Mark E’s, a newly estab- was to go before the Recognition Lawrence Ave , west of the city ; Dulles also said ii would be per- tial
sion on the California Maid of lack of interest in the student lished independent Organization for Committee Oct. 10, but the officers in Robins Woods.
; missible for the Middle East
sit. likl!nic..
i.s an Assistant Proregularly enrolled male
Cotton contest in which AWS will councils "
students, were
later
informed that consti- ’
There was no immediate identi- ’ uation to be placed formally on fessor of Music. Ile has been on
will
go before the Recognition of lution would have to be submitted fication, hut three boys were re ’ the Geneva Agenda if all of the the faculty here for h6
sponsor three .contestants.
10 yeet.
itz roni
Student Organizations Committee before final approval could be ported missing Sunday from their Big Four Foreign Ministers agree.
All interested girls are welennw
Dr. Baird received
tomorrow
according
to
Ito
Waucr,
homes
in
a
northwest
side
cornthought
it
more
given.
But Dulles said he
to attend.
San Jose State College, and his
president.
munity near the forest preserve.
likely
the matter would be digThe Mark E’s is a club devoted
M.A. from Columbia University.
The three were Robert Peterson. - cussed informally in private side
11’auer said that a constitution to fulfilling athletic, social and
;During
his senior year at San Jose
Late model
I
convertibles
are has been submitted and will go be- service interests of its members.
14, John Schetissier, 13, and his talks.
State. Dr. Baird was on the facurgently needed for the Home- fore the committee for final apWISCONSIN RUNS AGROVND
"We want to make this club a brother. Anton, 11.
coming Parade. ,Anyone able to
proval as an endorsed. recognized real fellowship." Carl Christensen. TRIO KILLED IN PLANE CRASH
NEW YORK, Oct. 18. (UP)--The
furnish an automobile is asked
NORTH
HOLLYWOOD,
Calif.. 45.000-ton
battleship Wisconsin,
indcpendent organization on cam- secretary, commented. The club is
to call Dick Yeager. C11-99$11.
18
(1.1P)A
small
pus.
plane Pi- one of the four largest battleprimarily
"fellows
working ;Oct.
for
Please .
no sports ears.
by
millionaire
sportsman
wagons
in
the
meld, was driven
After submitting a statement of their way through school or going Wed
Eta Mu
national himorass
;Joel Wolfe Thorne crashed Into an lit:round
purpose to Miss Helen Dimmick. on the G.1. Bill."
on Diamond Iteef 1000
business fraternity. will hold theftassociate dean of students, the club
Cridav is th last etat students
Christensen also said that invi ’apartment house Monday night. yards from the Brooklyn Bridge
dinner-meeting tonight at
t
to he guesthrists
regular bringing flaming death to three in New York Harbor yesterday In may drop classes. ac,ording to
ly Foods, beginning at tt o’cic,
assistant
club meetings are being given to persons; and injuring seven ether: the flood awollen waters of time Dr. 1;ertrude
Follow log the dinner. a meeting
The
dead
were
identified as East River.
e
students
by regular
to the dean of instruction
Perwill be held at which time. Eta
Thorne, Mrs. Betty Jean Wolf, 18.
Navy and commercial tugs freed sons now failing In a course
rite others.
Mu Pi keys will he awarded to
land
Sherrill
Presten.
six
week
old
the
mighty vessel an hour later
_
drop it without any penalty if
the new initiates. The meeting
Mrs. Wolf waa a second floor ’The Nmy said no one was
done by Frhtis
tonight is the first one to be held

IFC Announces Three
New Court Appointments

Foreign Students
To Attend Dinner
Co-Rec To Meet
Tonight; All Invited

SOL/ Pact To End
Horseplay With SJ

Students Must Have .0
Tickets, ASB Cards
To See COP Game

Spardi, Company
Venture to Stockton
For Exchange Rally ’ rh;;,(i Thlited Na110115
a I orre ueaaiine
For Clubs, Seniors

was

Th

La

Hair Stylist To Talk
Before AWS Group lion.

ree Nude Youths ,,,,
ound Dead in Ditch Dr. Forrest Baird
Receives Degree

Mark E Group To Appear Before
Student Committee for Recognition

Need Convertibles

Eta Mu Pi To Hold
First Meet Tonight

Drop Deadline Set

;it lonS

at

Religion-in-LifeWeek
Faculty To Present
Slated
for
Nov.13-18
Reci ta I Tomorrow
1111 II

-cident

in the apartment building.

this semester.
Seven
persons
attending
a
Guest speaker will be an c
party for the Presten
Nk
Ford
Plant,
who
ploye of the
’the a
al Religion-in-Life programs, Rudy Trifon. noon disToniorron , faculty recital in child were removed from the
speak on the problem of distribubuilding and taken to
the concert hall of the Music Build. shattered
1 week’ !Towered by the College Re- Icussions: Rosamond Smee. .panels
tion of the products.
and Lois Farum, hospitality.
ing will
present
Mozart’s Piano North Hollywood and Valley ReFaculty members that will at- ligiote Council of SJS, will be held
ceiving
Hospitals
in critical eonQuartet in G Minor, 1(.478. Myriam
tend the meeting tonight are Dr. from Nov. 13-18. according to
Zunser will play the violin: Fran- dition
Milburn I). Wright, now on sab- Claudette Allen, chatrinan of the
Hospital
attendants
said
the
ces Robinson, the viola; Donald Ito- ’
atleal leave.
Jack Holland, and classroom lectures committee.
moth,
cello:
Patrick
Meicrotto. bodies of the victims mere badly
burned.
d.
Jack Aberle.
The plane. a Bracheraft Flonanta.
Officers for this semester are IThe theme for the week will he
recitals are given every
I"Faith
for
Today."
The
purpose
of
Tri Sigma. social set.% we club, Tuesday and Thursday at 1110 smashed into the front secondJerry Flendahl, president; Wayne
Halberts: vice-president; Dick the week is to "present an op- w ill used tonight in the Men’s Fa a m. in the concert ball of the floor apartment of the two story
portunity
for
students
and
faculty
Travilify
building shortly after takeoff from
Club at 8 Petrol’.
Beebe, treasurer; and Annie
Music Building.
to understsnd and appreciate their
nearby Lockheed. Air Terminal in
Mr.
Esselstyn,
faculty member
visano, secretary.
own and other religious heritages 5’ ill he guest speaker. Ile will talk
Burbank.
and to challenge each individual On -Probation and Social Work,"
Prior to the accident, residents
to find a deeper spiritual and in- according to Edwin Klein, publisaid they heard a low-flying plane,
tellectual dedication to God, so that city chairman.
engine wintering and apparhe may enrich his own life and
The meeting will be open to stuin trouble. There was 3 rhoYou all ever heard of tliet fact cull
the lives oi his fellow men."
dents who
are
mcntary silence v. hen the engine
interested,
with

.,Lstening

Esselstyn Speaks
At Meet Tonight

Teacher Approval
To Be Explained

Weatherman Adds
Li es to List of Sms its
!het daid folks just caint do wrong

special

invitation to social service
Carolyn Stelling is general chair- rind
sociology mai( ƒI",
A meeting etpT5ining the proco- man for the lieligion-itaif? week.
educadure for obtainilig leacher
The adviser is the Rev. Jim Martin.
tion approval will he held in the
today
at
Other
chairmen
planning
the
Auditorium
Morris, Dailey
week of activities are: Claudette
:van p.tn.
The meeting will pertain to all Allen, classroom speakers: Roger
.1 meeting of the Kills
credential programs, and it is im- ;Nimbly, house. discussions; John
mtttee will he held tonight at
portant that all transfer students. Flotho. art and book displays; Ed 7130 o’clock in
Morris
Rifle%
Ken Simpkins,
as well as those who have been Spencer. finance;
Auditorium.
attending San Jose State College arts program: Doug Gary, owning
terviee;
printed
prior to this sUnIt att , attend.

Rally Meet Tonight

(

no more" Well
day
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as
ah
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taint
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shore

true. Tester.

aflyin’

thot

low

thud

over
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a resounding

the entire arca
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Mat

111

Jill-eel

in
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not

and the Wis .

believed

to

hav,

suffered any damage.
THREE

FLYERS KILI.ED

DIEGO, Calif., Oct. 1,
(UP)--Three Naval fliers we
killed when their helicopti :
plunged into the sea during car
SAN

rier operations in the Western Pacific,

the

day.

The

.rash

oecurred

It did

Nayy announced yesterPacifu.

carrier.

The

hut all

restive

said

the

the
or

crash

ea-t

name
was

Inca

of the

observed

attempts failed, the

said

PREMIER ’TO RE N.131E1)
RABAT, Morocco, Oct. 18 (UP)
Morocco’s French-installed fourman

Throne

yesterday

it

Council
would

announced

"sit

all

a

national

The Council

government.

met

for

portion

ness lobe discussed

meeting

this after-

imam at 230 in the Student
according

make

(Jr the busi-

by the Student
tromp

to Ray Freemais

ASII

cice-president.

Plans for the exchange
tomorrow

night

the P,,. I:e

will

with
’a.

dinner

College

of

discussed.

Faculty Club

day

ever). day" until it names a man to
lead

Committee report* will
op the major

(*nulled at its

Thursday.

not give

lion of the crash

Nat

pert

Committee Reports
At Council Meeting

two hours

keereet when thet wither sed fair sion wires sheared a wing and and IS minutes Monday at its first
. it was really tile" smashed into the apartment. session but was unable to agree on
and warmer
the first premier for this French
TALKS OF MIDDLE
EAST
cloudier and windier.
Anyways its again to be (might . WASHINGTON, Oct. 18 (ur) protectorate.
5 well add one more sin . . . Secretary. of State -Jahn Foster Fatmi Ben Slimane, a moderate,
lies) cloudier but caint quite we Dulles said yesterday he expects to was generally expected to be named
(they wouldn’t let me hey mah discuss the explosive Middle East . to the post and he said in Paris
specs up Ayer) any dew acomin’ situation with Russian Foreign he would accept the nomination
yet
Minister V: II. **doe at next - if * is offered.

the
meet

Wu

.

’GO

t

ill

for a lunch hour get together

the Women’s Club. Miss Bethel Fry anti
Mrs Helen Stevens a ill be hostoday

at

12 30 pro

in

tesses.
Members of the Club are
reminded to make their reservations
now for the dinner at the Trinity
, Church on Oct 26. Miss Catherine
Wallace of the Health Office is
tgkiu0 re r
fee this
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EDITORIAI

Somebody Goofed!
sauslent Court has ec rt again. Yesterday it disqualified four stutomonsm: and Friday!
elections -- e tuch stilt be
Not only has it disqualified 1,ers44ns prrielit.ally on the eve of elections. these persons were disdpia‘ifitsi olw full week after they had
inn The reason - grades %vete
een informed the.: nese elleibls
tea elesSed ioss this nevi:
What has coward this? Is is through inefficiem:y or stupidity- or just Main lack of interest In the whole thing?
We do rot belies 4
Rather. we feel that the fault lira In
the ASH I tre.tslial..... 11.111 which states that the Student
Lours Chill Jusiic be apt ’ bet fall semeser. Naturally
When the I nun Is o Mum( a leader until onli a fro short
iy ening to be other
weeks before election.. the itual
than or/attired.
It Ls too late now to undo what has been done. Those persons who
us’re disqualified cannot, of isourse, be reinstated in the election race.
But something can be dime to $lop aninher sllelt ittiation from arising.
The (Thief Justice should not be appointed in the fall. This should be
done far in advance--spring semester This would give the justiet.
time to become acquainted with the workings of the Court. It would
ensure leadership of the Court when school begins again in the fall
How about it. SJS?

meet to- tend. Refreshments will be
AlltRa DM* Alpha will
SeiVed
day at 4 o’clock in Room 212.
The German Club will hold a
Room
meet
today
in
AWS will
meeting tonight at 730
reOilar
4:30
o’clock.
117 at
o’clock in Room ’20, aecording to
Co-Ree will meet tonight front
rheodore Verhaaren. acivisser. All
7:311-10 o’eloek iti the Vi’unieeS,
:orients are welcome to attend.
Gym. The nretinixation is open I
all student body raid holders
Phyodes Seeiety vill meet b
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
morrim at I:30 ii.uu iii S216, Al’:
ilndied
ARCHERY
TENNIS - GYM
persons interested are
attend.
Pisistili will meet Fr idkly iii
:it 1S:30 p.m.
PACIFIC RADIOPrrithyterlan Coffee esse r I
SPORTING GOODS

toos from

Yc+
Seniors Take Finals?

CLASS president Didi Smith (at
Podium) is inviting Oa,: discussion comer ..ill s
Frosh-Stipla Slixer plans. Miss Smith. oho is
nothing it nut efficient. cunduets the o ell-attended dass meetings 0 jIb k deftly informal fl.tii
SOPHOMORE

leadership that l t
I* disarming and
effectise. The meetines themselves often
resemble
rross between a lire in .1 lunatic asylum and the third dos at Gettysburg.
photo bs Steinreich
Fur

.4 154 AS,

Spartan Sophomores Show Fired-Up
Spirit, Aggressive Leadership Plans

Inall

Will

I I:30

aril.

be

held

luday

(Fol..

to I:30 ism. at Os
Soident V. Tin. Rev. George Ds
and the Rev. Themes Kerr win
1,e the honored guests.
Student V will 11..1.1 a ’Mis
up" Social dance tonight after
the committee nwetings and spend activities. The meeting will
start at 7:30 p.m.
Tau Della Phi will meet toal 7,30 0.(1,..k.
Meld in the
Tri Mama will meet tonight at
the Men’s Faculty C I u b, at 8

o’clock. All social service and sociology majors are invited to at-

174 So 2tici opposite Ktesses

HELP HIM
HELP YOU!
experience

PERRIN
Comparative newcomer Chuck I a successful event for our class.
Against Mr. Coffee Cup That Byold VINCE
honesty
adage about perennial Higdon is at the helm with Ralph
"We’re going to win this misIssir true:: and isms.
BLOCK PRINTING
Parker,
class vice president, "ad- er." she adds. is ills a to inkle.
sophomores packs more innuendos
In reading last Friday’s paper, (War Thrust and Parry:
SUPPLIES ...
the seni,ms were officially noti- flow about more information on beneath the surface than one vising." All indications reveal that ! "Just as we won the last one.
willingness
first mixer will be the biggest Class activitit.s are by no mei.,
fied that a retsmenendation by the provosts, "Mark E" club? I would ,wilinarily suspect. Actu- this
and
best
lower
.lassmen
are
like’s
confined to mixers. In NovetWs
liarcleroad was being sent to would like to know more about ally, perennial is hardly the word
,,ioleurn Cutter Set ...$1.00
for Mists It’s more like maenani- to attend!.
el ass members Ittuneh their 1;,
the l’residient’s Couiwil for ap- it. Phone CY3-3550.
MOOS.
COMPETMON
IS
KEYNOTE
geous Gains Contest as tsanv’,
Block Printing Press ...$7 95
proval: that is if the President’s The gents or ASB’s knocking the
Re-elect
Council feels that finals will fur- Daily for too much Greek activity One of them Ls Dicti Smith. the As usual, the mixer will be run a display of male pulchritude
on
the
basis.
Linoleum Blocksall sizes
popular
competitive
Sisirtans
are
all
ther help seniors in their academic coverage should realize the Greeks pert. pretty young president of
likely to see
education.
run this And most other colleges San Jose State’s class of ’58. She The class snagging top laurels In
IMPROVEMENTS MAIM
FOSTER Book:
Isn’t it true that a senior, trans- as they vote enmasse and are en- captures that spirited sophomore attendance, points gained by game Improvements in rules and reit
participation
met
entertainment.
zest
so
typical
of
her
class
since,
fer or not, should be given a break tered in every phase of college
judged by the chaperones, walks ulations will undoubtedly inerea,
How To Do Block Printing
somewhere along the way and government, athletics and social fall semester began.
participation in the week -Inc
life.
have the freedom of being exThis year’s agenda of sched- off o ith the coveted gold plaque. event and Didi suggests that "Fr:,
$1 00
"Reviewing the response we ternities
empt from finals and have a full
The fact remains they vote close uled sophomore events is as enand sororities who pia:,
gigantic week to have time to meet to MO per cent and don’t sit back terprising as a promiscuous oc- rece!-.-ed last year." Diri sur- 1,, sponsor entrants might
other seniors. professors and the and gripe. If the independents topus and notable for its pio- mises. "I really do feet we’ll thinking about candidates."
San Jose Paint
suet’? There is no better time want coverage why not enter into neering innovation in class lead- walk away with the plaque but
It WALLPAPER COMPANY
Last year the class netted S2-10
than during this week. before we things and then get off your coffee ership technique. one that is al- even though we do win. we’ll
loPfN
guarantee the Freshman Class Cram the contest. though halt
go out in the world, that we can cups long enough to vote and at- most daring in its simplicity.
Veep
evening."
that
sum
they
portioned
off
to
an
enjoyable
make contacts and further help tend meetings.
112
S
2nd St.
CY 2-1447
The technique planned and well
Catmints Chest Drive. This
ourselVes.
DON.ANSEL
underway. is to utilize new sopho- "Dino:able evening’ appears to ihe
to follow suit this year and
ASH 8634
What about the seniors who
mores in really responsible class be On understatement, judging plan
will
begin discussing the event
Moil pa licipate in the Sells,:
positions while the experienced from the energy released thus far at nextemonday’s
meeting.
in detailing the event. A dinner
Week? v. ell. you and I know t
class
leaders
act
in
advisory
cais already planned and a "tug-oDidi is also cookins up an "Is
all people aren’t alike and no nu - At Swords Points
pacities.
Mixer.- a party b !
tea who it might be, everyone Dear Thrust and Parry:
MEMBERS LEAD THEMSELVES war" between men and women tra-Class
In regard to Friday’s letter from "We want the class to lead it- if eileh class Ls a certainty.
sophomores only. possibly
won’t participate no matter what
semester.
Also, the cla
spring
the function is or what it is for.’ a series of ASB numbers who self," emphasizes Didi. "It \sill
’BAND IS POSSIBILITY
(Author of Barefoot Boy ItA Cheek." te.)
But don’t you think that the ones didn’t appear to have the guts to not be the officers who formulate The possibility of having a small will continue to sponsor several
their
names.
we
would
like
after-game
dances
during
baswho do participate are gaining’ sign
policies but class members them- band, ad at last year’s mixer, also
just as much as they would from to put up a defense for the many selves. Every sophomore who is pretty definite. Didi not only ketball season; the ’Hawaii afteractivities
that
were
blasted.
final examinations?
comes to our meetings is a poten- urges all sophomores to attend same dance, reports chairman Ted
ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 1
signers’ tial riaSe: leader."
"Ii. partieipate in the various Terzakis, netted another cool $200
Another thing we, must consider It seems as though the
far
above
pr,.fits
"The proper study of mankind is man," said Geoffrey Chaucer
think
that
they
are
so
The
implications
in
this
new
events."
is that every !senior will be charged the rest of us, that the normal
in his immortal Casey at the Rat. and I couldn’t agree more.
Didi insists that. " ler the
$20 for senior activities. For a functions of any college of high- "leadership-training" polies are
In these tangled times it is particularly proper to study man -oirle by Candleloght ot the
obvious and the results are al- guidance of the general and
fee like this. we must have time
er learning such as SYS seem to ready proving esciting. The committee chairmen. along with
how he lives, how lie functions, how he works. Accordingly, this
and something to use it on.
they forthcoming Frosh-Soph Mixer the cooperation of the commitHOUSE OF PIZZA
column, normally devoted to slapdash waggery, will from time
I hope the President’s Council , he. hildish. It appears that have
ones. if they
tee member:. the mixer will be
Is a case in point..
to time turn a serious eye on the social sciences,
will do sonic deep thinking before are the childish
to make rash statements about
In making these occasional departures, I have the hearty apit approves this recommendation. our
(5 7 9,)08
fine
Greek
organizations
which
,
proval of the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, whose interest
If, after that. the council still are a great aid to our fine col,e1 Yc.or Mn;,
LITTLE
MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bible,
feels we need finals, see the senis not only in promoting the pleasure of young Americans by
:15 many of the adminLstraiors will just have to budget our lege.
providing them with a gentle cigarette, matchlessly blended of
tors
and
athletic
coaches
will
time and fit in our work. inter- agree.
vintage tobaccos, grown with loving care and harvested with
views, studies and our senior ac- But wait. our brave souls also
tender mercy, then cured with compassionate patience and rolled
tivities.
into firm, tasty cylinders and brought to you in king size or
blasted
our
insignificant
athletic
A graduating senior,
The
Spartan
regular, wrapped in fetching packages of lively crimson and
program.
It
seems
as
though
these
ASB 8432
pristine white, at prices that wreak no havoc on the most
people are really ignorant that
stringent of budgets; but who are equally concerned with
we have a great football team
Barber
_broadening- the -mindsadd extending t he intellectual vistas of
SPECIAL !
And that we are a high level school
as far as athletics are concerned.
41 PLYM. SEDAN
Sop
every college man and every college woman.
They are so wrapped up in their
1, for one, am not unmoved by this great-heartedness in the
Greco Transportation
-.mall
circle
that
they
fail
to
care
makers of Philip Morris, and though I know it is considered
Solid body S75
anything else in the school
about
chic these days to disparage one’s employer. I shall not. Indeed,
All Types
JOBRACK MOTORS
i.xcept themselves.
I shall cry "Huzzah!" for the makers of Philip Morris. I shall
Oakland Hwy & Spence
We didn’t realize that the Sparof Haircuts
cry "Huzzah!" and "Bon appOit!" and "Stout Fellows!"
Milpitas
CY 2-399
tan Daily was so poor. On thc
for
contrary. it seems a very miters
But I digress. For our first lesson in social science, let us turn
paper which carries world ts
Men Women - Children
to the study of economics, often called the queen of the social
social
news
like
any
4 !:
and
ROBERT LAWS daily paper. As we remember, 1:
sciences. (Sociology is the king of the social sciences. Advertising is the jack.) Economics breaks dawn into two broad general
was our high school papers that
/ Phot
classifications: I t coins; 21 folding money. Put before taking
didn’t carry such news. Maybe
487 So 4th
up these technical aspects, let us survey briefly the history of
:you’re living in the past.
288-90 Park Ave. C Y L-921’
economics.
It is almost stupid. we think.
Free Parking in Rear
Economics was discovered by the Englishman, Adam Smith.
to blast our song girls. To many
He published his theories in 1778, but everybody giggled so hard
they are doing a fine job, and ws
that Smith, blushing hotly. gave up the whole thing
agree, but our brave little numand went
bers who have probably doorSPARTAN
into the cough drop business with his brother.
ELECT!
nothing for the school just knom
For
long
years
after
that.
economics
lay
neglected while the
CURTIS LUFT
how to complain.
world busied itself with other things, like the birth of Victor
SPECIAL
for
Yves. this is a college of higher
Hugo, the last days of Pompeii, and the Bunny Dug.
SOPHOMORE
learning and the Spartan Daily
Then one day while flying a kite during a thunderstorm, the
VICE-PRESIDENT
DINNER
is regarded as one of the top colAmerican Henry George calms called Thorstein Veblen dislege papers in the nation, but
covered the law of diminishing returns, and then, boy, the fat
ƒair narrow-minded friends don’t
el SEE I’VE LE C TURED PAST THE EL1. AGA! N
was in the fire! Before you could say "knife." the Industrial
$1.35
seem to know that, or much of
Revolution was on! Mechanization and steam power resulted in
CARS FROM
inything else.
prodigies of production. For example, a Welsh artisan named
Some of their ignorance is
Dylan Sigafoos before the Industrial Revolution used to make
$25 TO $5000
)srought out when they said that
indlideS
horseshoes by hely at the rate of four a day. After the Industhe brighter ones would know
The Dutch Mill
Soup
Salad
trial Revolution, With the aid of a steam engine, Sigalooa was
why many wouldn’t sign their
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abie to make entire horses.
names and then they turn around
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-1:7"’
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numbers. however, but who is
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Beasley Takes Over Spartans Drop 8-2
to Bears
As Rushing Leader Decision
In Winners’ Pool

Senior halfback Stan 1eas1ey1SJS in this department until Satreplaced Joe Vim ex the Spartans’ I tirday despite Ow fact that he
The SJS water polo team nleading ground gainer after the missed one gume, has 1111111MSed ceivoci
another setback yesterday.
New Mexi o game Saturday nights 225 yards on 40 curl ieS tor a 5.6 LSOW i 11 g to the University
of Cali’Wesley has gained 243 yards in average.
fornia, 8-2, iii the winners’ pool
42 Wen for an average gain of
was
loss
in
is row
It
the
third
Both Ulm and Beasley were
511 yards Per iari I Irn, who led slowed
down considerublv by the for the Spartuns.
_ , surprising New Mexico defensive The Bears built up a 6-0 half, unit. Bewile netted only 41 yards time lead by atioring three times
SHOW SLATE
iI III carries. while Min was eneli in the first and second quarreally stopped-13 yards in nine ters, and :ousted la during the
:Morning. Mel Soong picked up 42 %mind half. The Spartan*. matched
ƒ anis in the Lobo game to nail California in the second half100 So. First St.
down third place with 92 yards each team scoring two points.
on 19 carries.
Son Jose’s
Center bark Lee WeRen-and
As :a team. SJS has outgained guani Art Lambert did the US
NEWEST
its eivals on the ground 855 yards scoring as they have in previous
to 6.10. The Spurtans have aver- games-each man getting one
MOST BEAUTIFUL
aged 213,8 yards per game and goal. Perry Rablin. Larry Wood,
4.4 yards per try 011 the ;..round. Tom Nilsson, Jim Vinzant, Stan
They have held maponents to MeConnell, Dick Threlfall and
127.5 yards per game at an av- Iton Mann also saw action for the
erage of 2.9 yards per carry.
Spartans.
Quarterback Tony Teresa has ! The strenuous road trip last
done most a the SJS passing, and weekend may be partly to blame
bas completed 17 of 37 paoies for ; for the Spartans’ loss. During the
239 yards and four touchdowns. trip coach Ed Rudloff’s men faced
Opponents have completed 23 of the best water polo competition in
so passes :Against the Spartans for the nation. anci played their best
313 yards and 1 totwhdown. US and worst games of the season.
STUDENT
defenders have nicked off nine according to Rudloff.
PRICES
enemy tosses, while opponents .’ US played its worst game of
liave intercepted three Teresa ’ the young season against the Trosisses.
jans, Rudloff said. USC, considAny Time
SPARTAN LEADERS
ered the best collegiate team in
Rumbling
T(’IS NYC: AVE. the country, took advantage of
Iteasley
42
213
every Spartan mistake in crushI am
49
223
5.6 ing US. Walton scored one goal,
Soong
19
92
4.8 and Lambert two in that game.
Teresa
32
1
2.2
That night the Spartans came
Sanford
9
52
5.8 back and played their best game
Marvin
. 7
II
6.:: , of the season before dropping a
Wild ASS Card
TeaM .
193 855
4.4 close 6-4 decision to the El SeOpp.
175
510
2.9 gundo Swim Chits who repreJACK WEBB
sented the United States in the
JANET [EIGHT
Passing
Alt. Comp. Yds. last Olympic Games and Pan
l’eresa
.37
IT
239
PETE KELLY’S
American Games.
Mary iii
32
BLUES
HAIM’S
1
26
’team
46
20
297
Opp.
56
23
313

Heavy contact scrim., ..e.
Won the situation on the practice.
:Ield this week for the San Jima.
state Spartans as they prepare
’if rugged College of P,i, i!
!liters in a homecoming ,
-:eiturday night in Spartan :.
num.
For the undefeated Spartaii
it nil! be their first real test it
the season as HIPS move into the
tougher half of their achedule.
’Flee Tigers have a well Isalanced
chile that have won their Iasi
three RAMC, after lotting thetio
First to le to Stanford and I’m
1111e. Last ya eek the Illettgals
Impressed with a 13-7 triumph
over Oregon State.
The Spartans. who played ratli-r spotty last week in blankins
New Mexico, 14-0, are stressing
4oth offense and defense in this
veek’s workouts. Coach Belt Brimtan saki that the team will hold
Its last heavy contact duty today
and later !affective will consist of
light drills.
The Golden Raiders will he
seeking a fifth straight victory
of the he:44011 Satttrdaƒ. and at
the manic time will try to bring
hack the traditional SJS-COP
hell to Washington Ktittate. Pacific hotels posaesaion of the
hell at present ba virtue of its
11-1 win over Sparta last year.
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two BEST COMEDIES OF THE YEAR
ALEC GUINNESS in
" TO PARIS WITH LOVE
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Hogan Formally Retires
From Tournament Golf

Engineernig Department Head States
Enrollment Above Expected Increase

Senior Class Elects
Rosemarie Pedone
To Student Council

Psi Chi Gathering

Russell

MAYFAIR
" JUMP INTO WELL "
and " PETE KELLY’S BLUES"
Students with ASS cords SOc

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
" PETE KELLY’S BLUES "
Jack Webb
" FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS "

Flowers
for All
Occasion;
ai Bouquets
(orreries

Atomic Energy

Confab

Prior to last season. San heir
held possesesian of the loll sitar
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ewe( er
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Since 1904
FIRST & SAN FERNANDO

FLOWERS
Fru Your Homecoming
CALL CY 5.6380
if no answer call CT. 5.5388
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1203S 1st St
Free Delivery

TOWN[ FLOWER SHOP
Corona - Underwood
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Remington

TYPEWRITERS
For Rent
Special Rental Rates tot Student,
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Est 1900
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Crew

Butch

and ciii types of haircut’.
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THE IMPACT AND SHOCK OF

UNITED
"TO HELL

LEFT TACKLE Gene Cronin is one of tile big R11115 III the rough
College of Pacific line. Ile is the only lineman on the Tiger squad
who has ’scored a touchdown this season. Cronin scared after taking- a lateral f
end A. D. Williams. who had caught a pass
thrown by quarterback Jim Recnosa. The Pacific line is big and
experienced. and %yin present the Spartans with a stiff test.

Members of the Flying 20
Club oil! meet this evening at
8:30 in Room 119 of the Engineering Building for the purpose of recruiting neo mem1
bers.
NEW YORK. Oct 18 WI’, 1:en , live golf today s, s article
Prospective nu-mbers are inHogan, the game little guy who ’Look magazine. The 44uyear-ols
Scoring
TD PAT l’Is. vited to meet the club members knew how to play golf only for Bantam Ben. who originally state,I
and its officers. Club officers keeps. will play it only for kicks his intention of quitting after fail
19
Teresa
3
include Pete Sammet, president;
S. Beasley
2
6
Di
ing in his bid for a fifth Opel’
Art Reed. vice president: Floyd I from now on.
minim
0
I?
!title last summer, will play Us
Matthews.
treasurer
and
Bill
Hogan,
four-time
winner
of
the
Powell
2
ft
12
now onto, for pleasure.
ISTational Open, announced his game
13 10
88 Reese. secretary.
Train
"I can no longer compete is
tonna]
retirement
from
(munchOpp.
2
20
tournaments," Hogan said in 11,,
article. "I can no longer maintaii
the concentration of strengiƒ
necessary to prepare properly.i Hogan added that he "dedical
ed" his life to golf 25 yearg ac
and made up his mind at the tins
, that it "was going to be Dist aboi .
the biggest thing in my life."
The Engineering Depai twilit is "really in a bind,- according to Di
Ralph J. Smith, head of the department. "Percentage wise, the EnRosemarie Redone wi,s cieen,!
sineering Department is growing more rapidly than the college as a
senior representative to the stuwhole," Dr. Smith stated.
on a white ballot at
When the Engineering Building was designed. it was planned to ac- dent council senior
Graduate psychology studetil
class council
comodate 10 per cent of 0000 full-time-equivalent students, the limit yesterday’s
meeting. Miss Pedone’s applica- will join with faculty members 1,
once set on the college by the State Department of Education, Dr. tion
was the only one for the posi- a "get together" today at 3 p.m
, Smith said.
according to Bob Hacker. is
tion,
I There are now over 9000 stuPresident Don Abinante stated dent of Psi Chi. national his
dents at &IS and approximately at the meeting that Mr. Jacobs, psychology society.
740 are majoring in engineering. co-adviser of the class. said reThe meeting will feature
"This is not quite 10 per cent of cently that senior week activities cial hour to allow students ..
Ilment yet but we
not be curtailed as a re- faculty members, especially nes.
tosITED NATIONS. N.Y., Oct. expect to reach that figure by next would
sult of seniors having to take members, to get to know each
yea
rDvr.
other. Hoeker said
18 (UP)-The United States and
finals.
ADDITIONS IiEi
Britain are putting finishing i
Plans for senior week were
’Additions to the gym, library
touches to a plan for a conference and Science Building are being discussed at the meeting and if
of 84 countries to set up an In- readied to help take care of the was decided to make definite deternational Atomic Energy Agen- large enrollment. The Science Dc. r, cisions about activities after the
especially. has needed final word from the President ,
(.y
y to supervise peaceful atomic
CoR RENT
new edition for some time," ;Council meeting Friday.
iii . informed sources said vester- the
(iseys,
he said. "But chances for increased
The etass council also discussed
To
all
No,
,vlio asked for room
. Engineering Department facilities the after-rally dance which wilt
ne:.finning of term; I
The two countries are expected during the next five or six years be held Friday night, and the and board
now have one vacancy in front
Ti, submit a new resolution calling are shins
after-game dance, Nov. 5. Jody room $65 per month, 11 meals,
Fur stwh a conference to the United
"With over 8011 engineering Leigi is chairman of the after- good
food. Mrs. Crassman, 348 S
Nations min political committee. students expected nest year and ! rally dance. Abinante reported
Under a resolution previously even more the following Sear. ’ that sponsors have been obtained 11th St.
presented by the American and we don’t know yet how we’re for the evening and everything is
Very nice Omsk room for genBritish, with co-sponsorship from gluing to meet the problem,’ Dr. set. Cost of the dance will be 35 tleman. Board optional. 371 S.
Australia and Belgium, the U.N.’s Smith stated. "The addition of cents stag and 50 cents per cot)- 13th St.
_
_
tio members and the 24 additional more faculty will lie no problem, Pie. It will he held in the WomBooms, $25 per month, everymembers of its specialized ag’en- though."
en’s Gym.
thing included. kitchtn privileges
The Engineering Department has
eies ware invited to submit COM561 S. 7th St.
ments to Washington on a draft ’grown steadily since 1950 and es..-mtute for the atomic agency. The pecially since its new building Was
Attractive room for men. adjoin
draft statute had been negotiated completed two years ago. Class
ing bath, twin bed, heat CY2 5569
rooms
in
the
Engineering
Buildby the United States and eight
nann111 with Miami’ privilege:other countries which will be ing are now being used 24 houla;
;a
week.
instead
of
the
plannes:
21
for men. Right across trom the
sharkr members of the agency.
hours. This leaves 16 hours a woek
campus. Call CY7-4468 or inquire
Working together on the atomsSAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 17
and repair.
at the Pigpen -- corner of 9th
for-peace program, Britain and the for maintenance
At
least
11
persons
were
killed
I,AR SPACE
and San Antonio streets.
in
Northern
U.S. still did not see eye-to-eye on
over
the
weekend
There is enough lab
now, California traffic accidents.
he election to fill the one re- according to Dr Smithspace
MEIJI& MANOR-one vacant-.
but there
maining Security Council vacan- won’t be next year. Regular
Alfred A Whitt 58, Brawley. Sirls, intim tind hoard, 260 S
classes
by
an
autosy, with Washington reported to have overflowed this year into the was strtick and killed
St.
have appealed unsuccessfully to "old Technical Nigh School Build- mobile Sunday night as he Was
Married couple
London for help in gaining the neat , ins.
crossing the Weid Sacramento
,
MAIM home rind
I or the Philippines
Freeway.
Jose Leon, about 30. Dixon, was other college couple. Twn
also killed early Monday in West rooms and private entrance. $51,
Sacrament" when his automobile Per month plus 1.S utilities. 1031;
Alpha Eta Rho, national avia-1 overturned as Leon drove west on S. 6th St. CY4-0327.
t ion fraternity, will meet this eve- ! Capitol Avenue
FOR SALE
ning at 7 o’clock in Room 119 of
Jose Bustamante Gonzales. 34.
the Engineering Building to dis- San Jose. and Charlotte Mono/ ’41
4 door asemdt
sedan-au.
The Student 11. i Manning a cuss plans for taking In new
P.
mem- Boyd, 37, Garberville, were killed
poster party, inn and yy 0 r k bers.
Sunday night when the Southern heater, rebuilt engine. W
night this e venitir at 7 o’clock
At a meeting held last week Pacific Del Monte struck their Terms, $300 CY5-5877, 1.4 s
iii their building. corner of 9th and presided over by
President car at a crossing four miles south St.
and San .antonio streets. A bus- George Buzzini, elections
were of San Jose. The nnrthimund train
iness meeting will start the Af - held for four offices. Ernie Pereira
I9544 Ford V-11 convertible. exdragged Gonzales’ auto 200 feet
fair
according to Diane Suhr. was elected vice president.
condition. new tires. $500
I Earl J. Ganison, 28. Coyote. cellentCY2-9579
publicity chairman.
nit WerInesda:
Pereira replaces Floyd Ross ’ was killed when his car left the call
At 8 p.m. the various Student who dropped out of SJS to take
San night
eight
miles
south
of
I
highway
comntittees will meet. They
with United Airlines At ’ Jose, sideswIped two trees and
uged TV Sets, $15 and lip !:
Include: publicity, social serv- athejob
present time. Ross is attending hit a third.
good condition, some In,
ice, "V lit." staff. social action, flight
school in Denver, Coln.
Charles M. Black, 61. San Jose. specials. Discount to
recreation, social programs. fireOther newly elected officers in- was killed Sunday when hi.s auto
-ides and interest groups.
elude Mineru Terada, social chair- collided with one driven by ‘fas- bring ASH card 1755 ,ftiliss
Dancing and relieshittealo will , man; Art Moss, historian, and
Remington Rand portable ’
ted Cruz, 54. San Martin, on Highfollow the committee meetings.
Rene Schoennaner. sergeant-at- way 101 near Gilroy Black’s wife. writer. Near flew i’onditioti
arms
Rerti, 55. With seriously injured Phone CY2 4393
Revelying
Poo ell
S. Beasley
Wessman
Alexander
Soong
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Brown’s Barber Service
68 E. San Fernando St
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lug, FROM n TO SS SINGLE, SE TO SI EMILE
Attractre Prrnennt Rates
FRU OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ve-ev.
P. r
for

its

CYpross 4 0400
NNE PROOF Cfnhe.1110-.1:0V
tiVISION RANOUFT ROOM
STAIN

I.

,I1,f I

.1,05

HOTEL
MONTGOMERY
Jose, California
at Son Antonio
South First St.

’

Homemade Pies
Ecit in or Take Out

Good Food

Son

Fliers To Meet

JIM
WOOD
for
FROSH

r

Bakmas

3

Spartans Drill
For Tiger Clash

GAY

Flying 20 To Meet
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Panhellenic 1Romance
Makes Plans
PINNINGS
For Dance

Soctety

HOOTS-PETERSON
A bee in a bonnet told of the
pinning of Sue Peterson to Tom
Castlestinnl (jountrƒ Clot) has Hoots. Miss Peterson is a senior
been designated as the site of this education major and Hoots is majtear’s, Panhellenic formal. accord- oring in forestry at the University
ing to Sandra Singer, parthellenic of Idaho. Ile is affiliated with
presid(’nt. Arrangements tor the Lambda Chi Alpha.
dance. which is scheduled for ()et
JENKINS-MITCHELL
28 from 8 to 1 p in. liaƒc hcen
Diane Mitchell, Sigma Kappa,
handled hy 1hilta Gamma reprc
announced her pinning to Don Jensentatne Jeanne Gibbs, panliel kins, Theta
Chi. They are both
!erne social chairman
>criivirs majoring in business.
Kenny MeCall’s orchestra has WOOLIVER-BILL
herrn signed for the affair and
Jerry Wooliver, senior Art major
Paul Thompson. member of the
Irom Taft. announced his pinning
SJS student hod, si ill entertain
to Carole Bill, sophomore Art ma: jor from San :trischno. at Monday
night’s meeting of Pi Kappa Alpha.
MePHERSON-RICHARDS
KAT Trish Richards, a junior
front Oroville, Calif., blew out a
flower bedecked candle to an
nounce her pinning to Delta up
silon Dale McPherson, a senior
from Visalia. Miss Richards is a I
social science major, and Dale is
studying business administration.
MeCOLLAM-RHINEHART
Daisies and baby pink roses decorated the candle that Kappa Alpha Theta Sarah Rhinehart blew
out to announce her pinning to
Alpha Tau Omega president Bill
McCollam. McCollam is a social
science major from San Jose, and
Miss Rinehart is a marketing major from San Jose.
BERNES-SEBRELL
Third Classman Don homes, a
student at the Naval Academy in
Annapolis. M.D., recently gave his
class crest to Janet Seinen. Kappa
SANDRA SINGER
Alpha Theta .
. Panhellenic President

13% IERRI LEE HUNT
. . . society Editor

Greek Groups Announce
New Officers, Events

San Jose
Launderette
463 S

2nd

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Complete to

Service

Roundup

DELTA ZETA

LUCAS-STEADMAN
Wedding bells will ring in July
for Sally Steadman and Don Lucas,
who announced their engagement
last week. Miss Steadman, Kappa
Alpha Theta, revealed her engagement by passing a box of canih.
containing her ring to serority
sisters. The couple is from Pasadena, Calif.
_

Slembers of Alpha Chi Omega
Members of Vella Zeta pledge
ƒelebrated their 70th birthday Oct. class recently elected the followl. National officers of Alpha Chi ing officers: Pat O’Caroll. presiSHIRTS
20c
omega were feted at a luncheon dent; Mary Lou Butler, secretary:
Sunday afternoon. Officers include Elene Dukellas, treasurer; and
DENIMS
40(
Mrs. R L. Suppes, president; Mrs. Didi Smith activities.
Representatives for the junior
Kennard Jones, vice president; and
sirs. M. II. Scutt, past president. panhellenic council are Jacky
Dry Cleaning
Mickey Miner, pledge trainer, an- Gump, senior representative; and
liounced new officers of the fall Andra Berger, junior representaTry Us And
’,ledge class, Shirley Gagliardo. I ,,
SAVE
president; Donna Hogan, vice presi- ,
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
iient; and Connie !Sante& trea
’I he fall pledge class of l955
surer
elected officers at their Monday
night meeting: Pat Higgins, presiALPHA OMICRON PI
dent; Gerry Wion, vice president;
Nancy Beal was elected president Jan Orwall, secretary; Blanche
of the fall pledge class of Alpha Fritzen, treasurer; Diane Sperbach,
Omicron Pi. Her assisting officers ’ social chairman; Pat Burns, house
%till be Francis Zupanovich, seen,’ chairman: Gayle Dalhen, big-little
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
tary-treasurer; Mary Williams, ac- sister chairman.
October 21 22
tivities and song leader and Shirley I Jackie Bosd. song chairman;
Ann Morris. council representative.: Sharon Thatcher. program chairman; Lou Clark, scrap book; Lod
Trioli, activities chairman; Patsy
ALPHA PHI
Initiation rites were held at the Black, scholarship c ha ir ma n;
Alpha Phi house Monday evening Penny MeClenhan. junior panhelfor Gail Wilson, Joan Arnaud and lenic.
Barbara Zuur.
Kappa Kappa Gamma celebrated
Members of Alpha Phi are plan- its National Founders Day Oct. 13
ning a Halloween exchange with
ENGAGEMENTS
SIGMA KAPPA
Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Oct. 26.
Initiation of Eleanor Lackner, at intermission with folk songs. sAv.uiL.ANDERNON
Recently members of the sorority daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Delta Zeta is in charge of bids
celebrated their 83rd birthday, and Lackner of I.a Crescenta, into the for the dance and Rosemarie Pe- I Beverly Anderson, daughter nt
were honored on that occasion by Beta Rho chapter of Sigma Kappa. done. DZ., announced that the cost Mr. and Mrs. H. II. Anderson of
the presence of their National! took place Sunday, Oct. 9.
, will be $2 per couple. The bids Palo Alto, announced her engage
n?ent to Allen Savage at the Sigma
President
are being printed this week and
KAPPA ALPHA
will be distributed among the va- Kappa house. She is a senior majoring
in commercial art. Savage
Members of Kappa Alpha fra- rious sororities in the near future.
CHI OMEGA
"Hobo Dress" was the theme for I ternity have announced the fol- Kappa Alpha Theta delegate, Phyl- is employed in San Francisco.
the Chi Omega-Sigma No exchange lowing list of new pledges for fall lis Meyers is handling publicity CURNOW-CORDA NO
r,cented by
Patty Cordano recently told Al
held Wednesday evening. After semester: Don Lucas, Steve Wer- for the affair.
The Juliart Players
dinner the two groups gathered at den. Jim Ilushaw, Bruce Carter,
Other business included in the pha Phi sorority sisters of her be
the Chi Omega house for dancing IWiley Schmidt, Tom Cummings. recent Panhellenic Council meet- trothal to Bill Curnow, a senior
CURTAIN TIME-8:30 P M
:Don Reinmuth. Bob Mitchell, Bob ing was a report from Earline advertising major at the Unit:cr.
and entertainment.
Saturday morning formal initia- !Rush. Bob Coffman. Ron Tuttle. Cousin. Chi 0. on the newly ally of Oregon. A spring wedding is
Student Adm $1 00
tion was held at the Chi Omega Don McDermott. Lawton Thomas. formed Junior l’anhellenic Coon- planned for the couple.
house. New actives include Eliza- Jerry Seibis. Fred Fernandez, Dick HI of which she is chairman. The BARTONARNAUDO
Joan Arnaudo passed a bridal
beth Frisch. Gloria Howell, Eileen Goodman, Dick Droun and Ed first meeting of the group was
Vane
Macken and Donna Tuttle.
held last week at which time a doll to Alpha Phi sorority sisters
at the Monday night meeting to
New pledge officers are Myrtle
PI KAPPA ALPHA
constitution was drawn up.
liertrick, president; Anita Solari.
Lou Gambello. chairman of Pi
The new group consists of two announce her engagement to Tom
136 W SAN CARLOS
’ecreta7Y1 Gerry Bryne, treasurer; Kappa Alpha’s athletic committee. members from each sorority. One Barton of Theta Chi Miss Arnaudo I
Carol Barshue, sargeant at arms; has named the following to assist girl must be a member of this and Barton are business majors
(across from Civic Audi
and Lorraine Corda, activities.
him for the coming year. Doug , fall’s pledge class and the other Front Campbell. The couple plan
Boyd. football; Ralph Whitby, bas- I a member of last winter’s group their wedding for next summer.
ketball: Bob Cracolice, softball; of pledges. The purpose of the STEVENSWENTS
Gwyneth Wents, Alpha Omicron
Hey, Freshmen!!
Mark Nemila. golf; Don Kemp and organization is to train freshman
Dick Roza, boxing; Jim Balassi and and sophomore members of the va- l’i graduate, returned Monday
Ruben ’Marquez, volleyball; Elwood rious sororities in the panhellenie night to blow out the traditional
candle to announce her engage
Perkins. bowling, Bob Murphey. system of sorority government.
VOTE FOR
fluent to George tevens, junior
push cart relays, turkey trot and
math major. The wedding is
track.
plannod for Oct. 29.
Herbert Hansen was named hs
president George Snell to serve as
alumni secretary. Keith Munsy was
i
I
elected pledge president. Other
i .
STUDENTS!
to’
pledge officers include Jim (or
coran. vice president; and Gene
Bur, secretary.
Freshman Class President

OPENING NIGHT

Broadway’s Funniest
Comedy

LIGHT UP
THE SKY

Summer
WedaIngs

SIGMA CHI

THE PIGPEN Welcomes S.J.S.
Alumni and Students
Breakfasts
SPECIAL

at Homecoming

- Hot 8 Cold Selndwit
. Sandwn hes To Cro 1 Sc.

Saturday & Sunday, Breakfast - 10 to 2
THE PIGPEN
9th & San Antonio

Open Week Days 7 am. - 10 p.io
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Brothers of Sigma Chi fraternity
are making plans for the fourth
annual Sweetheart Ball. Chairman
(If pm event i, Jerry Scott, Sigma
Chi vice president. Each sorority
on campus has nominated two girls
as candidates for the Sigma (’hi
Sweetheart of 1955.

SIGMA NU

.

brothers of Sigma Nu have an- COUSINSJOHNSON
nounced the following fraternity : Earlene Johnson became the I
officers: Tom Rimmerman, Com- bride of Bob Cousins June 18. The
mander: Owen Babcock, Lt. Com- former Miss Johnson is affiliated
mander: Gene Martin, recorder; ’ with Chi Omega, and Cousins is
Norm Young. treasurer; Bernie a member of Theta Chi.
Workman; chaplain; Carl Shaver, POTTER-WOODS
reporter.
,OStIteredjuitnhe
cr
2W6rinds ral:3ar
Bill Lawson. marshal; Jim Ross, 1
Alto. The
sentinel; Leo Chiantelli, historian; former Miss Woods is a member
Jim Carter, athletic chairman; Dave . of Chi Omega. and her husband
Martin. house manager; Bernie ’ is a graduate of Stanford UniverWorkman, social chairman; Bob ally.
Engel, public relations officer; and COOK-RESTE
Warren Everson, pledge captain. 1 Mary Beste. Chi Omega. maran , ricd Steve Cook, Phi Delta Theta
SIGMA PI
of Stanford.
S
in June. The couple
Sigma Pi fraternity recently
ec
nouneed new officers for fall se 110W 15 living in Florida, where
neester: John Kroenehe, president. ,scook iNs in naval flight training.
K a r I Fratzke. vice president, ’WEE EY-LA FEHR
Charles Chappell and Bob White.; . Terry Sweeney. adyertising ma
head, secretaries; Larry Larsen, :pm and. Janine La 1. ehr, journal
w
married July 3
treasurer; Chuck Bucaria, herald. ism major. were
Committee
chairman include at San Mart-no Congregational
Fratzke and Whitehead. social; Bob Church. Both students have served
Zange. pledge master and Bucaria, on the Spartan Daily staff.
publicity.
I, ROGERS-NERNEY
S usan Nerney became the bride
THETA CHI
at the Church
Members of Theta Chi held a of Lloyd V. Rogers
of the Nativity, Menlo Park, Sep.
barbecue, Friday. Oct. 14. with
tember 3. The former Miss Nernet
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority. The
student .itaciodl 1engoeg
Nisolarne
event featured tolleyball and a trt;aams ea.
Rogers
rib steak dinner. The two Greek
major
at
SUS.
groups also nrked on their home- education
MC CULLOCGMFLANAGAN
coming float for the parade. Theta
Gail Flanagan. Kappa Kappa
Chi chairman of homecoming ac I
j.1111nia.
and Jack McCullough.
tiores is Vern Perry
Kappa Tau, %s ere married July 27
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
in Red Top, Calif.
Freparations for the 1950 Moon- ASCHER-WILLIAMS
light Girl contest are beginning at
Sandy Williams, Kappa Kappa
the Phi Sigma Kappa house accord (;,annta, married Doug Ascher.
mg to president, Aaron Levy. The September I 1 at San Rafael, Calibrothers are anticipating another fornia
,uccessful ear, with hopes for a FARLAN
repetition of 1954, when Marjel June l’aye. Kappa Kappa Gamma..
McKinnon oar- selected National and Pat Farlan, Sigma Alpha Ep
Moonlight Girl.
married in Reno. Delo
The first function is scheduled Iteiirnni.were
for Tuesday night from 7 to ft cf. TOMASIMINOCHO
clock in the Student Union. when I Myron E. Tomaal and Marie D.
the fraternity will host the 39 girls Minoeho were married Sept. 3 at
entered in the contest. The eon- Trinity Episcopal Church.- Both are
testants will be comprised of three language majors. The groom is a
1..irls from eaell sorority and nitte senior and the bride is a gradindependcnt entices.
_i_uate of SJS-

Tune-up and Brake Service
Complete Lubrication

TC P

Silva’s Shell

Fourth and San Fernando
Across from Student Union

WANT A GRADE OF A

Students
?

Oct Your Art Supplies for Your Model Room

AT HUSTON’S HOBBY SHOP

NEXT TO ALPINE LOFFEE SHOP

293 S. FIRST ST

Furniture - Materials
All Necessary Supplies

Balsa Wood
Rugs
Open Daily 9-6 p m

Phone CY4-6050

Mon -Thur.-Fri. 9-9

Joe Brown’s
JEWEL BOX
house of distinctive styles

and designs in

COSTUME JEWELRY
hot!) one doLi
LAY AWAY YOUR GIFT NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

157 S. FIRST ST.

Home Delivery
Special Fraternity
and Sorority
Rates

Gold Medal
VVinner
Retail, Wholescde

Independently
Owned

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

COMPLETE
LINE OF

CY. 5-3873

230 Park Ave

VALLEY MILK CO.

MEN!
DATES UNLIMITED
opens its service for YOU’
WHY? Dutcl,
WHERE? 191 r4. 16th St. (rear entrance)
WHEN? 4 to 7 p.m.Wed., Thurs., or Friday

COST? 50c no cost if no dote)

DATES UNLIMITED
Arranged and run by State students

Get FOOD for That Party MOOD at

SHOPPER’S

KRAU tiE -SS
MIT
ifh, daughter of Mr.
1-.:arlene mit
and mrs. wymin Smith of Sao
Francisco, became the bride of
.William Krause in a ceremony, Oct.
5 at the Swedenborgian Church in
The former Miss
S.an
mith is a member of Sigma hapSmith
(hpa.i.Krause is affiliated with Sigma

Late fir Class?
We Park It For You

Architecture and Interior Design

Juliart Playhouse

CHUCK MILLER

PARKING

MARKET

Party Dip Recipe

Homecoming Week

AVOCADO

Party Food Specials

1 ripe avocado

Cream Cheese
COKE IL 7-UP (Mixes)
Craft Cheese Spreads
Twin Pak Potato Chips
Chili Chips
Pretzels
Nuts (all kinds/
rha

1 pk. Cream Cheese
I tsp. lemon juice
V. cup mayonaise
Mix until creamy. Serve with potato
chips

Ig 7/79(
2/37c
2/47c
49c
19c
Sc - 39c

FREE DELIVERY of Fresh Party Food
Shop at SHOPPER’S MARKET for Friendly Service
Phone CY. 5-1236

Corner 10th Street & Santa Clara
Open Daily 7:30 - 6:30 p.m.

New high grade
in shirts

\

any test, this bufton-down
from the
Arrow shirt rates 100%
exact flair of its medium-spread collar,
and lustrous fabric’ to its rids

window-pane checks and solid colors
... all-but-endless wear and
stitch-for-stitch value.
Question: why not pick up a few right swaj
Checks and .nlids M broadcloth, $S On;
white, $3.95.
Oxford, white and colors, $5.00.

1 \

- first in
%Will%

Ills

fashion

K IRCNIORFS
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